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Want to efficiently maintain and back up your SQL server  
databases? No problem with db* OPERATE, the smart solution 
for database maintenance and backup in the Microsoft  
environment.

Regular and selective  
maintenance 
of indices and statistics   

“Housekeeping” 
of history and log data

Proactive recording  
of relevant information for 
full transparency

Consistency checks 
(checkdb)

Full, differential and 
TxLog backup

DB* OPERATE 
BACK UP, MAINTAIN AND
HAVE THE OVERVIEW

YOUR BENEFITS
 ■ Easy installation, configuration and central management   

 ■ No 3rd party components 

 ■ Increased quality thanks to Trivadis’ best practices and 
automation

 ■ Possible integration of the Azure Cloud as disaster-protected 
backup location
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FOR DECISION-MAKERS 
CONSISTENT DATA BACKUP
Business-critical data is stored in databases. It is therefore essential that the systems are regularly 
and consistently backed up and that performance is sustainably ensured through automatic  
maintenance. db* OPERATE is here to help.
 
The big benefit: The solution is fully based on features integrated into SQL servers.  
With the “set and forget” approach, all backup and maintenance tasks are optimally implemented.  
db* OPERATE’s easy-to-configure jobs are dynamic and therefore easy to use in highly available 
environments. All configurations supplied are based on best practices covering the majority of  
requirements. Individual configuration requirements are easy to implement.

db* OPERATE eliminates the need for SQL server maintenance schedules and gives you additional 
functionality. Maintenance tasks on objects, for example, are tailored to requirements if they make 
sense (e.g. index reorganisation). Each individual step of the job is fully recorded in a tracking table.

Since db* OPERATE uses standard SQL functions and TSQL, critical events, such as a failed backup 
or inconsistent objects, are written to the SQL error log and Windows server event log. From there, 
you can use your preferred monitoring tool to identify the events and issue a warning accordingly.

FOR TECHNICIANS 
ON-DEMAND MAINTENANCE 
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OUR OFFER 
DB* OPERATE

MY NOTES

On request, our consultants can install and configure db* OPERATE for  
your environment and show you what the tool can do. You need one license  
per instance, regardless of the number of active or installed  
databases.
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